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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1867488A1] The device for patterning the surface of work pieces (2) such as wood, wood materials or plastics, comprises an ink-jet
pressure unit/rotary pressure unit (4), a web supply unit (6) for supplying web shaped material (8) along the pressure unit, a web loading unit (10)
for continuous loading of the web shaped material to the web supply unit, and an application unit. The web shaped material can be printed by
the pressure unit. The application unit is intended for applying the printed, web shaped material on the surface of the respective work piece. The
device for patterning the surface of work pieces (2) such as wood, wood materials or plastics, comprises an ink-jet pressure unit/rotary pressure unit
(4), a web supply unit (6) for supplying web shaped material (8) along the pressure unit, a web loading unit (10) for continuous loading of the web
shaped material to the web supply unit, and an application unit. The web shaped material can be printed by the pressure unit. The application unit
is intended for applying the printed, web shaped material on the surface of the respective work piece. A conveyer system is arranged to produce
a relative movement between the respective work pieces and application unit. The pressure unit is arranged in such a manner that the side of the
web shaped material is printed. The web loading unit has a reception for the supply of web shaped material, which has multilayers and which is
structured and/or transparent. The device has a structure formation unit for forming a structure at the web shaped material, which is upstream to
the pressure unit, a structure recording unit for recording a structure at the web shaped material, which is upstream to the pressure unit, and a
control device, which is connected with the pressure unit and which is stored in the image data for the pattern, which can be applied on the web
shaped material. In the control device, data is available via type and positioning of a structuring of the web shaped material. The control device is
connected with the structure formation unit and/or structure-recording unit. The device has an adhesive application unit for applying adhesive on
the web shaped material and/or the work pieces. The device is formed as processing center or as running machine and has a connection section
operationally connectable with a spindle unit. The components of the exchangeable unit are selected from pressure unit, web supply unit, application
unit, structural formation unit, structure recording unit and adhesive application unit. An independent claim is included for a method for patterning the
surface of work pieces such as wood, wood materials, or plastics.
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